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In situ high-pressure Raman spectroscopy is used to study monolayer, bilayer, and few-layer graphene
samples supported on silicon in a diamond anvil cell to 3.5 GPa. The results show that monolayer graphene
adheres to the silicon substrate under compressive stress. A clear trend in this behavior as a function of
graphene sample thickness is observed. We also study unsupported graphene samples in a diamond anvil cell
to 8 GPa and show that the properties of graphene under compression are intrinsically similar to graphite. Our
results demonstrate the differing effects of uniaxial and biaxial strain on the electronic band structure.
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The discovery of graphene in 20041 has led to many ad-
vances in solid state physics. Research into this new material
is fuelled by interest in fundamental physics as the quantum
Hall effect has been observed in graphene at room
temperature2 and electrons within graphene behave as mass-
less Dirac fermions, mimicking relativistic particles.3

Graphene has been suggested as a candidate for a wide va-
riety of applications in electronics �due to its ballistic trans-
port at room temperature� and composite materials.2 It is the
experimental realization of a truly two-dimensional �2D�
material.

To date there have been no studies published on graphene
at high pressure. This is surprising in view of the huge inter-
est in the mechanical properties of graphene4–9 motivated
particularly by its possible applications in nanoelectronics.4,5

Strain monitoring is of critical importance10,11 in this field. It
should be of particular relevance in the case of graphene due
to the predicted dependence of electronic band gap on
strain,12 and also due to the fact that some of the materials
related to graphene are intrinsically stressed due to the pres-
ence of the substrate, for example, graphene grown epitaxi-
ally on SiC.13 The possibility of using graphene as an ultra-
sensitive strain sensor has also been suggested.9 Study of
graphene at high pressure therefore has the potential to de-
velop into an important component in the characterization
and understanding of this remarkable new material, as has
been the case with carbon nanotubes.

Experiments under hydrostatic pressure have been exten-
sively employed to probe basic characteristics of carbon
nanotubes such as compressibility,14 the nature of the nano-
tube bundle,15 and electronic band structure.16 Further ex-
periments have been motivated by desire to understand the
characteristics of composite materials containing
nanotubes.17 The possibilities for using fullerenes and nano-
tubes for the synthesis of superhard materials at high pres-
sure and temperature, and for hydrogen storage, are also be-
ing explored.18,19

In this Brief Report we present the study of graphene at
high pressure. Samples of monolayer, bilayer, and few-layer
graphene supported on silicon are studied, along with unsup-
ported graphene samples. We perform simple calculations to

compare our results to those of the recent experiments on
graphene under uniaxial strain8 and the hydrostatic-pressure
experiments on graphite.20,21

The high-pressure Raman measurements presented in this
Brief Report were performed in gasketed symmetric dia-
mond anvil cells �DACs� and recorded using a micro-Raman
spectrometer at room temperature. Scattered light from the
sample was collected in the backscattering geometry and the
514.5 nm radiation of an Ar+ laser was used for excitation
throughout. The laser power reaching the DAC did not ex-
ceed 20 mW. A lower power level �3 mW reaching the
sample� was used for spectra taken in air due to the risk of
heating and oxidizing the samples. Pressure was recorded
using the ruby fluorescence method and nitrogen was used as
the pressure-transmitting medium except where otherwise in-
dicated, ensuring quasihydrostatic conditions.

Supported graphene samples were prepared using the me-
chanical exfoliation technique,1 on 100-�m-thick silicon wa-
fers coated with a 300-nm-thick SiO2 layer, and unsupported
graphene samples were prepared using the liquid-phase ex-
foliation technique.22 The unsupported graphene samples are
a mixture of monolayer, bilayer, and few-layer graphene and
also contain a small amount of nanographite. Details of the
sample preparation are given in the supplementary
information.23

At low pressures �below �0.5 GPa� the 2D Raman peak
from the graphene samples overlapped partially with the
second-order Raman peak from the diamond anvils of the
high-pressure cell, so to obtain the 2D Raman peak from the
samples we subtracted the background Raman signal from
the diamond. See example spectra in the supplementary
information.23

To complement our experimental data, we perform simple
calculations to predict the pressure dependence of the in-
plane Raman modes of monolayer graphene. For three-
dimensional, isotropic materials the pressure-induced shift of
each Raman mode is related to the compression of the ma-
terial by the mode Grüneisen parameter � �Ref. 24�

��P�/�0 = �V�P�/V0�−�. �1�
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However, in graphite the in-plane compressibility �a axis�
is an order of magnitude lower than the out-of-plane com-
pressibility �c axis�20 so it is preferable to define Grüneisen
parameters for the in-plane and out-of-plane vibrational
modes separately using the linear compressibility along the a
and c axes, respectively. For the in-plane E2g mode at
1580 cm−1 under hydrostatic pressure or in-plane biaxial
compression one should write

��P�/�0 = �a�P�/a0�−2�E2g. �2�

For uniaxial compression one should write

��P�/�0 = �a�P�/a0�−�E2g. �3�

This follows the approach of Refs. 20 and 25 and is the
definition used in the investigations of graphene under
uniaxial strain in Ref. 8 where the Grüneisen parameters are
calculated for the E2g �G peak, 1583 cm−1� and A1g �2D
peak, 2680 cm−1� in-plane Raman modes of graphene. As-
suming that the in-plane compressibility of graphene is the
same as for graphite �given in Ref. 20� we can use Eq. �2�
with the Grüneisen parameters calculated for graphene in
Ref. 8 to predict the pressure-induced shifts of the in-plane
Raman modes of unsupported graphene.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the G peak of unsup-
ported graphene samples to 8 GPa, with our results for
graphite shown for comparison. We observe a slightly larger
shift of the graphene G peak to higher wave numbers at
pressure than is the case for graphite. Also in Fig. 1, we
calculate the pressure-induced shift of the G peak using the
Grüneisen parameter for graphene obtained from the uniaxial
strain experiments of Ref. 8 ��E2g

=1.99, in excellent agree-
ment with the DFT calculations conducted in Ref. 26 prior to
the experimental discovery of graphene�, and using the Grü-
neisen parameter for graphite from Ref. 20 ��E2g

=1.59 using

the definition of Eq. �2��. We find good agreement with the
experimental data for graphene and graphite, respectively.
The small difference in behavior between graphene and
graphite observed in Fig. 1 is not necessarily mechanical in
origin. It could be due to some chemical interaction between
the graphene and the pressure-transmitting medium. Several
studies have noted these effects in carbon nanotubes at high
pressure, for example, molecular organization of the
pressure-transmitting medium molecules around the
nanotubes27 and doping of the nanotubes28 have small effects
on the observed Raman spectra at high pressure. In any case,
the reported pressure-induced shifts of the Raman G peak for
graphite vary, ranging from 4.1 �Ref. 29� to 4.7 �Ref. 20�
cm−1 GPa−1.

In Fig. 2 we show our data for the Raman G peak of
monolayer, bilayer, and few-layer graphene on silicon and
free-standing graphite. A clear trend is observed that the shift
of the G peak to higher wave number with applied pressure
is larger for thinner flakes of graphene. We observe the same
trend for the 2D peak �see supplementary material23�. To
confirm this trend we loaded a sample of graphene on silicon
containing two flakes of different thicknesses into the dia-
mond anvil cell simultaneously �Fig. 3�. The Raman G peak
from the flake that was visibly thicker �see photograph in the
inset� shifted to higher wave numbers at a slower rate with
applied pressure. Figure 3 also shows our data for the Raman
G peak of a thin layer of graphite on silicon deposited using
the same mechanical exfoliation technique as is used for the
graphene samples, and for free-standing graphite. The ob-
served pressure-induced Raman shifts for the supported and
free-standing graphite are found to be very similar.

Our calculations of the pressure-induced shifts of the
graphene Raman peaks �Eqs. �1� and �2�� can be extended to
the case of graphene on the silicon /SiO2 substrate. In these
calculations, we assume that the graphene, SiO2 and silicon
remain bonded. The silicon layer is 100 �m thick, the SiO2

FIG. 1. The evolution of the Raman G peak is shown to 8 GPa
for unsupported graphene �open squares� and for graphite �filled
squares�. The unsupported graphene sample is a mixture of
graphene flakes of different thicknesses �see supplementary infor-
mation �Ref. 23��. Our calculations are shown for graphene �dotted
line� and graphite �continuous line� using the Grüneisen parameters
measured experimentally in Refs. 8 and 20, respectively, and Eq.
�2�. Inset shows example spectra at 5 GPa.

FIG. 2. The evolution of the Raman G peak is shown to
�3.5 GPa for monolayer �open squares�, bilayer �open triangles�,
and few-layer �open circles� graphene on silicon and free-standing
graphite �filled squares, the same sample and data as in Fig. 1�. Our
results for free-standing graphite are virtually identical to those we
obtain for graphite on silicon �see Fig. 3�. Lines are polynomial fits,
intended only as guides to the eye.
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layer is 300 nm thick, and the graphene layer is �1 nm
thick. We adopt the approach used in the extensive literature
on the fabrication and high-pressure study of III-V and II-VI
semiconductor materials grown epitaxially on a substrate. If
the epilayer is sufficiently thin compared to the substrate, it
is assumed that the compression of the entire sample is de-
termined by the compressibility of the substrate. See, for
example, Refs. 30 and 31. We therefore assume that the com-
pression of our sample is determined by the compressibility
of the silicon substrate. We derive the linear compressibility
of silicon at low pressure from the bulk modulus. The bulk
modulus B0 is related to the compression of the Si-Si bonds
as follows:

B0 = − V
dP

dV
�4�

V�P� = V0� r�P�
r0

�3

. �5�

The Si-Si bond length at zero pressure is r0 and at arbi-
trary pressure r�P�. From Eqs. �4� and �5� we can derive an
approximate relation for the linear compressibility at low
pressure and use the bulk modulus from Ref. 32, B0
=97.88 GPa, to calculate it’s value.

d

dP
� r

r0
� �

1

3B0
� 0.0034 GPa−1. �6�

In Eq. �2� the pressure-induced shifts of the intralayer
Raman modes of free-standing graphene are calculated from
the in-plane compression of the graphene sample as a func-
tion of pressure � a�P�

a0
�. To calculate the pressure-induced

shifts of the intralayer Raman modes of graphene on the
silicon substrate we substitute the compression of the silicon

substrate r�P�
r0

for a�P�
a0

in Eq. �2�. The absolute values of a0

and r0 are not used in the calculation, so the fact that
graphene has a different lattice constant to silicon is not rel-
evant. The only assumption we make is that the graphene
adheres to the substrate, i.e., if at a given pressure the silicon
substrate contracts to 95% of it’s diameter at 0 GPa then the
graphene sample will also contract to 95% of it’s diameter at
0 GPa. This is the only assumption that is necessary to re-
place a�P�

a0
with r�P�

r0
in Eq. �2� for the case of graphene on

silicon. The linear compressibility of silicon determined in
Eq. �6� is then used to calculate r�P�

r0
as a function of P.

In Fig. 4 we compare our data for the G and 2D peaks of
monolayer graphene on silicon to our calculations using the
Grüneisen parameters obtained in recent experiments on
graphene under uniaxial strain.8 At lower pressures, we find
good agreement in the case of the G peak. However, in the
case of the 2D peak our results show better agreement with
those on graphite under hydrostatic pressure21 ��A1g

=2.84�
and with those of the density-functional theory calculations
for graphene8 ��A1g

=2.7� than with those of the uniaxial
strain experiments on graphene ��A1g

=3.55�. However, as
discussed in Ref. 8, this can be explained by the origin of the
2D Raman peak in a double resonance Raman process. In an
experiment under uniaxial strain, the relative positions of the
Dirac cones in the graphene electronic band structure are
changed, so the double resonance condition and actual pho-
non probed in the Raman measurements will also change.
However, in our experiments the in-plane compression is bi-

FIG. 3. �Color online� The evolution of the Raman G peak is
shown for the few-layer graphene flakes of different thicknesses on
silicon shown in the inset �the flake at location B was thicker than at
location A, shown in color online�. For comparison, data for free-
standing graphite and graphite on silicon are presented. Data for
graphene and graphite on silicon in this figure were taken with 4:1
methanol-ethanol solution as pressure-transmitting medium. Lines
are polynomial fits, intended only as guides to the eye.

FIG. 4. The evolution of the �a� G and �b� 2D Raman peaks for
monolayer graphene on silicon are shown to 3.6 and 2.3 GPa, re-
spectively, �black squares�. In �a�, the solid line is the calculated
Raman shift for monolayer graphene adhering perfectly to a silicon
substrate using the Grüneisen parameter obtained from recent in-
vestigations on graphene under uniaxial strain �Ref. 8� ��E2g
=1.99�. In �b�, the solid line is the calculated Raman shift using the
Grüneisen parameter obtained from the density-functional theory
calculations for graphene �Ref. 8� ��A1g

=2.7�, and the dashed line is
the calculated Raman shift using the Grüneisen parameter obtained
from the investigations on graphene under uniaxial strain �Ref. 8�
��A1g

=3.55�.
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axial and the effects due to the relative movement of the
Dirac cones are absent. This is why our data are in agreement
with the hydrostatic pressure experiments on graphite21 in-
stead of the experiments on graphene under uniaxial strain.8

At higher pressures, both the G and 2D Raman peaks shift
to higher wave numbers with applied pressure at a lower rate
than predicted. This could be due to debonding between the
different layers of our sample �graphene, SiO2, and silicon�.
Since the SiO2 and silicon are covalently bonded while the
graphene is attached to the SiO2 only by Van der Waal’s
forces, poor adherence between the graphene and the SiO2 at
higher pressures is most likely. Using Eq. �6� we see that 2
GPa corresponds to a compressive biaxial strain of 0.68% for
the graphene on silicon /SiO2. Alternatively, as discussed ear-
lier, chemical interactions between the graphene and
pressure-transmitting medium could play a role. However,
our results for unsupported graphene at high pressure are
similar to those for graphite, and the results of our experi-
ments using 4:1 methanol ethanol as pressure-transmitting
medium �Fig. 3� are qualitatively the same as those with
nitrogen �Figs. 1, 2, and 4�, so the role played by any chemi-
cal interactions between the graphene and the pressure-
transmitting media must be small.

Our data on few-layer graphene displays a clear trend,
that the pressure-induced shifts of the G and 2D Raman
peaks are larger for thinner samples. This suggests that
thicker samples do not adhere as well to the substrate under
compressive stress as a monolayer. It is interesting to note
that the low-pressure compressibility of materials could, in
principle, be measured using only optical spectroscopy by
depositing a monolayer of graphene on the surface of the
material, and using Raman spectroscopy of the monolayer to

measure the strain in the material under investigation.
In conclusion, we have studied graphene at high pressure

in order to confirm key mechanical characteristics of the ma-
terial. These are needed due to its potential applications in
nanoelectronics, in which the intentional use of strain could
improve device characteristics, and the current interest in
intrinsically stressed graphene samples, such as graphene
grown epitaxially on SiC. Our work is in agreement with the
uniaxial strain study of Mohiuddin et al.8 in finding that the
strain dependences of the in-plane phonon frequencies �as
determined by the Grüneisen parameter� are similar to those
for graphite, and in disagreement with the uniaxial strain
studies that suggest they are significantly smaller than for
graphite.33,34 Our comparison of supported and unsupported
graphene samples demonstrates that the compression of the
graphene is initially �i.e., at low pressures� determined by the
compressibility of the substrate. The good adherence of
monolayer graphene to the Si /SiO2 substrates in our experi-
ments under hydrostatic pressure, and to the polydimethylsi-
loxane, polyethylene terephthalate, and perspex substrates in
the recent uniaxial strain experiments,4,8 demonstrates the
potential application of graphene as a strain sensor.
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